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·co be '::iven to clle <)rc-!)f'.rn;t;ion of ·cl1"' clra:"c convention. In thn.t conne=6_oi1, i-c 
'Tf'lCOl:>ed ':conc:-:0_c 8.nr1_ c,ocio_l Council resolution l~~in/35, -uhicll aut~·wrize(l_ Ri1 onen ~ 
"'nderl Hc,r1_c_in:~ 0"T01_l1J t;o T•'::- 2 c one Feelc: before -c~r C0rrrr.1j s si on 1 s nexc session to 
cont:L1ue C1 lP "'T'Jr}·_ of C'r.s.f'ti~r,·. 
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l+. Document A/31~/273 on the development of codes of medical ethics -c-ocusecl_ on one 
aspect of the struc;,rr,leto eliminate torture that 1-ms of particular interest to ber 
Government. Hmrever ~ althouu:h that document mentioned comments to be made by the 
TJorld Hedical Association re,?;ardinc; the draft text prepared by the Council for 
International Organizations of l1edical Sciences, her deler;ation was not :tuare of 
the publication of any such comments. It 1ms therefore of the vieu that document 
A/31+/273 should be circulated to He!llber States and interested interc;overnmental 
and non-c;overnmental bodies in order to obtain their comments and sugr;estions. 
Professional associations should also be given the opportunity to exnress their 
views on a c•uestion that rec1uired their co~operation. Such an opnortuni ty coulcl be 
provided~ at. the national level, through consultations between Governments and 
interested professional orr;anizations and, a-c the international level, throurr,h the 
observations of the Horld Eedical Association alree.dy requested by the Horld Health 
Orp;anization. 

5. !"!!_· _ _f__~_D_OS ( Snain) said that Governments and peoples must be macle aware of the 
danger that t;he inhuman practice of torture represented. The inclusion once ao;ain 
of the item on torture in the Assembly 1 s agenda shovred hovr imnortant that problem 
uas. Ilis delec;ation attached ,o;reat importance to the draft convention on the 
subject -chat >vas before the Commission on Human Rie;hts and hoped that it uoulct be 
completed clurinr; the Commission 1 s next session. The relevant Declaration, the 
International Covenants on Human Ric;hts and the future convention uould be h::ey 
instruments in the strucr,r;le at the international level to eliminate those intolerable 
practices. 

6. An indication of progress in that connexion was provided by the unilateral 
declarations by ~ 1[ember States that continued to be deposited -.rith the Secretary~· 
General pursuant to General Assembly resolution 32/6h. His Government's unilateral 
declaration (A/34/11~5) reaffirmed before the international co:n1munity a commitment 
that 1vas reinforced by the internal lep:islative and judicial c;uarantees contained 
in article 15 of Spain's Constitution. That article used the very lan~uac;e of the 
United nations in outla1ring torture and other cruel, inhuman or der:radinc; treatment 
or punishment, and abolished capital punishment. Furtherr<1ore, the previous year a 
reform of the Penal Code that provided for severe punishment of officials involved 
in any Hay in the practice of torture had been adopted. 

7. His Government had also replied to the questionnaire on the Declaration 
(A/34/11!4) and had supnlied inf~n11ation concerninr; the legislative innova.tions 
adopted during the nevr democratic :'Jhase of Spain 1 s history. The future convention, 
the unilateral declarations and the re:plies of Governments to the questionnaire Fere 
initiatives that vmulcl enable the United Nations to make considerable procress in 
the ric;ht direction. 

G. It 1-ms also encouraginp; to take note of document A/34/146 containine; the dr8.ft 
body of principles for the protection of all persons under any form of detention 
or imprisonment. Horeover~ since the General Assembly now had before it the rPTlort 
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of the Horld Health Organization on the development of codes of medical ethics 
(A/34/273), it uas to be hoped that it Hould be possible to reach a decision during 
the current year on that important question. Lastly, his delegation, as a member 
of the working Group that was considerinG the question of the draft Code of Conduct 
for Law Enforcement Officials, also hoped that the General Assembly vrould be able 
to reach a positive decision in that reGard during its current session. 

9. I·~s. COOPERSHITH (United States of America) said that recognition by the United 
Nations of the existence of the inhumane practice of torture was of great importance. 
Amnesty International estimated that Government-sanctioned torture, or infliction 
of severe maltreatment, was practised by a~proximately one third of the States 
Hembers of the United :Nations. Other private oreanizations and intergovernmental 
bodies also had extensive docU!llentary evidence of the use by Governments of the.t 
instrument of oppression. 

10. The United Nations had laid the founc1ation in the struggle against torture 
through the drafting and adoption of such international instruments as the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights and the Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Being Subjected to 
Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. The work 
nou beinf, rlone on a draft convention, a draft body of nrinciples for the protection 
of all persons under any form of detention or imprisonment, the development of 
codes of medical ethics, and the draft Code of Conduct for Lavr Enforcement Officials 
me.de it clear that the United Nations was convinced of the need to take proMpt and 
effective steps to repudiate torture. 

11. However, as valuable as those international actions were, her country was not 
satisfied ;.ri th their total effect. The fact was that States were not livine; 
according to the principles laid down in the relevant international instruments. 
Des~ite the adoption of international standards and agreements, torture continued 
to be used to intimidate and oppress people and for a variety of political reasons. 
In addition to a whole rane;e of physical methods of torture there was also 
videspread use of psycholo,r;ical torture. Horeover, in situations of states of 
emer~ency the use of torture was often more frequent, and in situations where mass 
disappearances ana_ physical ldllings occurred it Has a necessary component of those 
~ross violations. Certainly, in confronting domestic violence or terrorism 
Governments had the authority to use lep;al means to restore public peace and order. 
However, in seekinc; to brine; terrorists to justice, Governments must not use the 
same methods as the terrorists. There were no circumstances under vrhich it 1·ras 
justifiable for Governments to engage in torture, abductions or murder or 
arbitrarily deprive their citizens of their lives or subject them to torture. 

12. The United Nations must e;ive the elimination of torture the highest priority, 
and Governments must be made continually aware of their responsibilities where 
torture was concerned. Furthermore, the United Nations must concent:rate its action 
on uays of implementing and enforcing international standards. In that connexion, 
her delegation hoped that the preparation of a draft convention would be completed 
by the Co:mJ"lission on Human Rie:hts the follmrine; year and that it ~-rould provide for 
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strong implementation machinery. Two years earlier her delegation had nroposecl 
that a report surveyins ~he ~ost serious ~roblems should be submitted to the General 
Assembly each year and that the Cornmission on Human Eights or the Sub-·Corrrrnission on 
Prevention of Discrimination ;:md Protection of l·1inorities should apnoint a S1_•ecial 
Rapporteur to prepare a report on such problems for the Secretary-·General. Her 
delegation had also sur;gested that a representative of the Secretary-General or of 
the Commission or Sub·-Commission should be made available to consult -vrith 
Governments that had problems vri th torture in their jurisdiction and that the United 
Nations mie;ht offer them technical or other assistance in that connexion. Her 
country strongly supported expansion of the .:.~ood offices ' role of the Secretary~ 
General in combating torture. It hoped that the General Assembly -vrould find \•rays 
of makine; that role even more effective and tha-G States would co-opere.te more fully 
in that regard . 

13. Increased attention should be pe.id to consideration of remedies e.vs.i lable under 
the different legal systems designed to protect persons from arbitrary arrest., 
detention or mistreatment. Her delee;ation hoiJed that the United Naticms ·would 
consider holding a seminar on remedies such as habeas cornus and it Has considerin,o; 
introducine; a proposal on that subject. 

lt!.. !'1s. l1ARKUS (Libyan !1.rab Jamahiriya) said that her delee;ation vras gree.tly 
concer-;-ed at the increasine;ly videspread use of torture. 'I'he United Nations and 
non-governmental, resional and national organizations must all join together in 
concerted action in the fi~ht to prevent torture in any form. The international 
community had an oblie;ation to vTOrk towards that r:oal pursuant to the Declaration 
on the Protection of All Persons from Beint:~ Subjected to Torture and Other Cruf"l, 
Inhuman or Degradine; Treatment or Punishment. 

15. The use of torture on the part of the racist regime in South Africa hao. 
resulted in the death of the African militant Steve Biko, among others. In spite 
of the relevant international instruments, torture and violence w·ere increasin~ 
in the 1-rorld as a result of technoloe;ical innovations that made new methods possible. 
Her country had suffered as a result of the practice of torture durins imnerialist 
days, but now the prevention of torture and other cruel, inhuman or de,o;radinr:; 
treatment or punishment constituted an intesral part of its Penal Code. Her 
country's Constitution and legislation reflecteo. the principles of Islam, vrhich 
stressed the importance of tolerance and col'lpassion and com!'letely condemned the 
practices in question. Its ler,islation also provided protection for those vn1o 
vere deprived of their freec.om. As indicated in article 41 of the Penal Code, her 
country's philosophy emphasized rehabilitation rather than punishmen·G of the 
criminal. 

16. Her delegation vrelcomec1 document A/34/273 on the development of codes of 
medical ethics and felt that it should be circulated to Hembe:r States for their 
comments. Moreover~ although the Arabic lane;uage had not been used durinQ: the 
meetings of the 'vorking group considerinr, the question of the drFtft Code of Conduct 
for Law Enforcement Officials and a nu.rnber of the relevant cl.ocunents had not been 
available in Arabic~ she wished to exnress her delegation's ar:rpreciP.tion of that 
group's 1vork. Her delegation also uelcomed document A/3h/l!f6 on the nra.:i't b0dy 
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of princiDles for the protection of all_persons under any form of detention or 
imprisonm.ent. She 1·Tished to stress, in that connexion, that her deler,ation vras 
fully aware of the tremendous efforts undertaken by "~esty International in that 
field. Furthermore, her delegation vre.s encouraged at the progress noted by the 
Cornmi.ssion on Human Rir:hts in the draftinr; of a convention a?:ainst torture and other 
cruel~ inhuman or de~radin~ treatment or punishment. 

17. In spite of frequent appeals on the part of the international conrr~unity such 
practices continued. The racist rer,:ime in South Africa continued to enr;a9;e in its 
brutal nractices, and in occupied Palestine torture of detainees continued in the 
prisons of the Zionist entity. Her deler;ation "\-TaS confident, however, that ric;ht 
would eventually prevail. 

18. r.rr. PA.PA.DEJI:IAS (Secretary of the Committee) announced that the unilateral 
declaratio~s-receivecl from the Governments of the Philippines, Portugal ana. 
Hauritius had been issued in document A./3l!./l45/A.dd.2. 

19. ~.!_s. REYES (Philippines) said that the Philippines welcomed United Nations 
standard-setting activities in respect of torture and other cruel, inhQman or 
degradin,r; treatment or punishment: H noted w"i th interest the study beinp: prepared 
at the request of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection 
of r'linorities on the implications for human rir~hts of recent developments concerning 
situations of states of seir;e or emergency. The proposal for so:r1.e kind of emer!Sency 
remedy in cases of enforced or involuntary disappearances of persons as a result of 
excesses on the part of lm-r enforcement authorities and for securing the necessary 
means to search for such persons deserved careful consideration. In that connexion, 
the international community must continue to give priority attention and assistance 
to the oppressed peoples of southern Africa, where mass and flagrant violations of 
human rights occurred. 

20. The Philippine penal system vras firmly rooted in respect for human rip:hts and 
funclamental freedoms ancl. the dic;nity and worth of the human person, and the penal 
lavrs proscribed any punishment or practice that inflicted any form of injury or harn 
on the individual. The penal afuninistration scrupulously adhered to the canons of 
nenolo~J sanctioned by the civilized world's most advanced penal systems, and 
national traditions, vrhich put a premium on the virtue of compassion and constituted 
a reliable and effective safeguard against cruel and der,rading punishment. Under a 
constitutional mandate, the JTational Assembly of the Philippines had established a 
snecial court lmmm as Sandir;anbayan which had jurisdiction over criminal and civil 
cases. The }:'anodbaya:q_,-an office oi the Ombudsman vrhich received and investi,o;ated 
complaints relative to public office and, vrhere necessary, brought cases before 
the proper court, -vras also constitutionally mandateo.. The Philippines Bill of 
Tiights expressly proscribed any form of cruel or unusual punishment, violence or 
intimidation and also ensured that free access to the courts should not be denied 
to any person for reasons of poverty. 
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21. With regard to the problem of excesses of law enforcement officials, she 
observed that although human behaviour under extraordinary circumstances was 
often unpredictable, such circumstances could not justify torture and other 
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. The Philippine Government 
had therefore been striving to eliminate the problem, and law enforcement officers, 
whether civilian or military, who committed violations were prosecuted and, if 
necessary, punished. President Marcos had said in his address to the Eighth 
Conference on "'Torld Peace through Lavr ~ held under the sponsorship of the Horld 
Peace through Law Center in Manila in August 1977, that even during the present 
period of emergency the Government was maintaininc; its commitment to fundamental 
values and human rights and would not tolerate the torture or maltreatment of 
prisoners. The Philippine Government had recently made a formal unilateral 
declaration against torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment which, as the Secretary of the Committee had just announced, was 
reproduced in document A/34/145/Add.2. 

22. The States Members of the United Nations must exercise the utmost vigilance 
to prevent the recurrence of violence against the individual as exemplified by 
the evil doctrines of nazism and fascism, the memory of whose brutal and barbaric 
cruelty outraged people everywhere. The United Nations must continue to concern 
itself with the problem of curbing and eliminatine; all forms of punishment that 
offended and did violence to the dignity of the individual. The international 
community must heed the call for respect for the dignity and worth of the human 
person, and must be vigilant against partisan political moves or propaganda 
efforts and incitement against nations and individuals for ulterior motives. 

23. Mr. JAIN (India) said that, in connexion with item 8!~, he wished to announce 
that in April 1979 India had acceded to the International Covenant on Civil 
and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights. 

24. The work of the Commission on Human Rights in drafting a convention on the 
elimination of torture had been hampered by the absence of an internationally 
accepted definition of torture; it was frightening to realize that the human 
mind was so diabolically ingenious that no lee;al definition could be devised to 
cover all the manifestations of torture. Nevertheless, there was no doubt that 
torture was totally inexcusable and could not be justified by pleading exceptional 
circumstances such as a state of war or threat of war, internal political 
instability or any other public emergency. Under Indian law, even durine; an 
emergency the provisions of the Indian Penal Code relating to torture and its 
punishment remained applicable and any offence could be prosecuted under the law. 
The Government of India had appointed a Commission of Enquiry to investigate 
allegations regarding the misuse of powers of arrest and other excesses committed 
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dul·inr>: the 2iner~ency from June 1975 to March 1977, and a copy of the Commission 1 s 
::<::T·C)l ·~was ava:i1able in the Division of Human Rights. Many other commissions of 
in ~Ji.ry had been appointed to look into specific allegations. 

25. \-\'hat. really mattc:red., however, was that Member States should strictly 
impJ.emenr the standards beinc; drafted by the Unitec1 Nations. His Government was 
studying with interest the revised draft body of principles for the protection 
of all persons under any form of detention or imprisomnent and had submitted a 
reply to the questionnaire on the Declaration on the Protection of All Persons 
from Being Subjected to Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment 
or Punishment. It had also been studying carefully the code of medical ethics 
drafted by the Horld Health Organization. 

26. India had made a unilateral declaration against torture and other cruel, 
inhuman or degrading trr:atment or punishment, ·Hhich -vras reproduced in document 
A/34/145. His delee;at.ion hoped that other countries would make similar 
declarations, since it firm~y believed that no action to promote and protect 
human rights in a country could be as effective as the efforts made by its 
ci ti:::.ens themselves. If a Government made commitments on their behalf, both 
legally and morally, through accession to international human rights instruments, 
through unilateral declarations to support human rights and through other 
international means, that was o.n additional e;uarantee for the citizens which they 
could claim at any time when their rights -vrere threatened. 

27. 11r. AR·JALI (Observer for the Palestine Liberation Organization) said that 
he wished to draw attention once again to the systematic torture used by the 
Israeli Gcverll.illent against the Palestinian people. Many previous speakers had 
spoken eloquently of torture as one of the most odious and degrading aspects of 
violations of human rights and had stressed the need to complete the drafting of a 
convention against torture; yet even after such a convention was ratified, the 
difficulty would be its implewentation. The peoples still suffering under 
colonialism and foreign domination and occupation knew better than anyone else 
wbat torture, especially systematic torture, meant. The heroic peoples of South 
Africa, Zimbabwe and l-lamibia were subjected to the worst kind of torture 
rerpetrated by the white minority regimes of Pretoria and Salisbury. Detailed 
reports had been prepared by individuals whose integrity was beyond doubt concerning 
the atrocities which had been committed. The Palestinian people was also suffering 
torments and -vras exposed every day· to degrading treatment by the Zionist 
occupation authorities. The very fact that the Palestinian people was still 
deprived of its right to self-determination, independence and freedom was a form 
of continuous torture. After the Palestinian people had resorted to armed 
resistance in exercise of the legitimate right of all oppressed peoples, the Zionist 
oppression had been greatly intensified, and there had been reports of systematic 
torture in Israeli prisons. Following the conclusion of the infamous npeace 11 

accords -.;.;rhich provided for the perpetuation of Israel's occupation of Palestinian 
.land, and vit.h the increasing oppc)sition to those accords, the oppression by the 
Zionist authorities had become even harsher. T'he Palestinian people 1muld continue 
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its armed opposition to the occupation of its territory and its struggle to realize 
its right to self-determination. No intimidation, threats or torture could stop 
that just struggle. 

28. The annual reports 0~ the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices 
Affecting the Human Rights of the Population of the Occupied Territories clearly 
documented the systematic use of torture against the Palestinian people. Although 
the Special Committee had never been able to investigate on the spot the conditions 
in Israeli prisons, it had, each year, been able to assemble information of all 
kinds that revealed the systematic use of torture. I~ore recently, the Sunday Times 
of London had published a report by journalists who had been able to carry out 
investigations within Israel itself and had reached the conclusion that torture 
was systematically being used in Israel. The Israeli Government had always denied 
the accusations made against it, while refusing to allow the Special Committee 
or any other international or private bodies concerned with the defence of human 
rights to enter the country and investigate the conditions in Israeli prisons. 
According to the latest report of the United States Department of State on the 
subject of human rights in Israel, submitted a few months earlier to the United 
States Congress, it appeared that instances of mistreatment had occurred and that 
there had been instances of degrading treatment of suspects in connexion with 
interrogation following arrest; that was significant, since everyone knew how 
cautious the United States was about criticizing Israel's international conduct. 
Recently, a United States citizen who had been detained in Israeli prisons had 
described to the United States press the torture she had undergone and the torture 
of other prisoners, which she had witnessed. Above all, there was the testimony 
of a former official of the United States consulate at Jerusalem, who, in a report 
to the United States State Department, had described the graduated system of 
torture used by the Israeli authorities, consisting of three levels of increasing 
severity; it included beating and whipping, immersion in cold water, refri8eration, 
electrocution, hangin~, sexual sadism and interrogation in the nude or in a 
shackled position or accompanied by starvation or enforced sleeplessness. The 
International Committee of the Red Cross was doing valuable work and was constantly 
making efforts to alleviate the conditions of Palestinian prisoners in Israeli 
jails. Although it had been authorized to visit prisoners 14 days after their 
date of imprisonment, the fact was that it was particularly during the first few 
days after arrest that prisoners were reportedly tortured in order to secure 
confessions. In l'~ay 1979, 16 former Palestinian prisoners had testified at Geneva 
before the Special Committee; all of them, without exception, had reported 
instances of torture to which they had been subjected. He hoped that the 
Commission would do everything possible to ensure that torture would cease to be 
used against prisoners in Israeli prisons. 

29. Mr. PAPASTEFAHOU (Greece) said that torture had first been condemned by the 
international community in article 5 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

I . .. 
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Until the adoption by the General Assembly) 27 years later, of its resolution 
3452 (XXX) containing the text of the Declaration on the Protection of All Persons 
from Being Subjected to Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment 
or Punishment, the world had remained indifferent and silent with regard to the 
fate of those who had been subjected to systematic torture. The Declaration 
represented the first positive step taken by the international community to 
confront the problem of torture, if only on a theoretical and abstract level. 
During the discussion which had preceded the adoption of the Declaration, his 
delegation had stressed the need to include a number of practical measures in its 
text for the purpose of strengthening international co-operation for the achievement 
of positive results and had made a number of suggestions in that connexion. At 
that same session his delegation had introduced the draft resolution subsequently 
adopted as resolution 3453 (XXX). The Draft Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement 
Officials, the draft convention on torture and the principles of medical ethics 
in document A/34/273 could be regarded as stemming directly from that resolution. 
The progress which had been achieved on the issue since 1975 reflected a positive 
change from the attitude of neglect which had prevailed in the international 
community before that time. 

30. The preoccupation of the international community with torture nevertheless 
was still basically theoretical and abstract. As a consequence, the practice of 
torture had not diminished but, on the contrary, had increased. Urgent practical 
measures must therefore be taken in the immediate future to eliminate an evil that 
threatened the integrity of the person and human dignity, which were the most 
basic of human rights. 

31. In conclusion, he stressed the interest of his delegation in all matters 
concerning human rights and, in particular, respect for the physical and moral 
integrity of human beings. The prevention and elimination of torture must 
therefore be a prime concern of the Committee. 

32. Mr. ERiYJACORA (Austria) said that his delegation had noted with regret that 
torture and severe maltreatment continued to be reported in many countries and 
that ever more sophisticated methods of torture had been developed. His Government 
considered that in no circumstances whatever - even in situations of national 
emergency or state of seige - could abductions, torture, murder or the threat 
thereof be tolerated. It was a matter for regret that it had not been possible 
to accelerate the adoption of a draft convention on torture and other cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, but his delegation nevertheless 
appreciated the progress which had been made by the working group on the basis of 
a working paper submitted by the delegation of Sweden to the Commission on Human 
Rights and containing a revised draft of the convention together with references 
to the large number of Governments. His delegation supported the request of the 
Commission on Human Rights that work on the question should be completed. Such 
work was closely linked to that on the body of principles for the protection of all 
persons under any form of detention or imprisonment as well as with the problem 
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of disappeared persons and the principles of medical ethics. His delegation had 
noted with satisfaction that the many replies (A/34/144) from Governments to the 
Secretary-General's questionnaire had shown that the great majority of the 
recipients of the questionnaire did not regard torture and ill-treatment as an 
acceptable means of administering justice. His delegation had concluded that there 
was a broad, almost world-wide understanding on the suppression of torture which 
could form a valuable basis for an international convention against torture. The 
problem which remained was to limit and minimize the exceptions to the full 
implementation of legal provisions for the prevention of torture, such as that 
provided for under article 4 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights to the effect that States parties might take measures derogating from their 
obli~ations under the Covenant in time of public emergency which threatened the life 
of the nation. The international community must find ways and means of ensuring 
that such clauses were evoked only in circumstances in which such action was 
absolutely essential, so that torture and ill-treatment could be avoided even in 
emergency situations. It might be advisable to have a twofold debate on the 
draft convention; one part of the debate might deal with the administration of 
justice in a normal situation and the other might consider the way in which justice 
was administered in extremis. No clause in the potential convention should, 
however, legalize torture and ill-treatment in a specific, individual case. 

33. Education was the essential basis of any desired improvement in society and, 
if torture was to be abolished, all those responsible for the administration of 
justice would need to be trained and educated. The training of police forces in 
most countries currently represented an inadequate first step in an over-all 
programme to upgrade the training of officials charged with the administration of 
justice. His delegation considered that torture should be declared a crime 
against humanity so that torture or its tolerance would constitute wrongful acts 
under international law and the laws and rules concerning State responsibility 
could be applied. The International Law Commission was seized of the question 
of State responsibility and might make practical recommendations in that connexion. 

34. There was also the question of defining torture so that the broadest possible 
protection could be granted to potential victims of torture. The repercussions 
of torture on administrative, criminal or civil procedures should be studied with a 
view to granting an individual who had been tortured the right to declare any 
commitment he might have made under duress null and void; such a provision would 
guarantee a free trial. 

35. The question of torture was closely allied to the disappearance of persons 
since, if people feared torture, they might prefer to hide. The United Nations 
had not been silent on the fate of missing persons and, if the Organization could 
eradicate torture, it would certainly eradicate one of the main reasons which 
compelled people to leave their social, professional and human environment. 

I . .. 
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36. Torture covered not only the definition contained in article 1 of the draft 
convention but also torture in its econoFic an~ social manifestations. The draft 
convention -vras inadequate as a weapon in t:he strUGgle against such forms of 
torture. His delegation considered, how·ever, that for the present the United 
Nations could serve the cause of mankind best by concentrating on the elimination 
of torture in the administrative, governmental and judicial system, by 
establishin~ the responsibilities of Governments and by enumerating the various 
forms 0f torture fo:r the r;uidance of existing United Nations bodies. 

37. His Government also considered that the problems of torture and the death 
penalty were closely related. Re-examination of the legal principles relating 
to the death penalty could represent a valuable contribution to its abolition. 
Once the Committee had concluded its consideration of the draft convention he 
hoped that it would deal with the problem of the death penalty from the 
humanitarian standpoint. 

jCJ. l':lr·.~-=J\L JABIRI_ (Iraq) se.id that mankind had rejected all r·orms of 
discrimination, violence and persecution. Revealed religions had confirmed the 
equality of all persons irrespective of their colour or race, and the Islamic 
religion -vras a symbol of tolerance and magnanimity. That tolerance had helped 
Islam to spread throughout Asia" Africa anc1 other parts of the ;.rorld, -vrhere it had 
brought protection and security to persecuted peoples. 

39. The establishment of the United Nations and the adoption of the resolution 
containing the text of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights had reflected the 
desire of mankind for an end to war, destruction and aggression and for the 
establishment of an international order based on justice and law in which the 
legitimate aspirations of all human beings for freedom, independence and progress 
in an atmosphere of peace and security could be fulfilled. The adoption of the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights had reflected the desire 
to ensure respect for human dignity. Other resolutions adopted by the General 
Assembly, other international organizations and the Commission on Human Rights 
aclmouledged the conditions under ivhich some peoples vrere still suffering and 
called for remedial measures. General Assembly resolutions 3218 (XXIX) and 
3453 (XXX), for example, concerned the right of everyone to be free from arbitrary 
arrest, detention and exile. 

40. Resolution 17 (XXXV) of the Commission on Human Rights and resolution 1979/31~ 
of the Economic and Social Council attested to the desire of the United Nations 
to promote the enjoyment of human rights through the establishment of standards 
to be adhered to by all States. Those standards forbade illegal imprisonment, 
stipulated that the accused was innocent until proven guilty, condemned all forms 
of discrimination, rejected torture and all forms of cruel mental or physical 
treatment and stressed the need for the accused to be given an opportunity to 
defend himself, testify and appoint an attorney. However, it seemed that all those 
instruments had remained a dead letter in the face of the oppression and 
persecut~on which were being used as a means to achieve individual ends based on 
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personal interest and opportunism or to further national ruabitions that could be 
fulfilled only through torture, imprisonment and aggression. The files of the 
United Nations vrere full of documents concerning situations which called for the 
defence of human rights against injustice. Every day the press carried reports 
of massacres and tragedies that troubled the conscience of the vrorld, and it was 
incomprehensible that the United Nations should be unable to do anything to stop 
them. There was in,iustice and racial discrimination in South Africa and Rhodesia, 
continuing aggression and occupation in Palestine, and peoples aspiring to freedom 
and independence vrere beinc; crushed ui th the help of murderous -vreapons and funds 
supplied by imperialism to aggressive racist regimes. The voice of the United 
States Government had not been heard at the time of the Hy Lai massacre in 
Viet Nam nor had it been heard at the time of another My Lai massacre in south 
Lebanon vhen an Israeli officer called Daniel Pinto had tied up four Lebanese 
peasants) including a 16 year old boy 9 tortured them, hanged them with a nylon 
rope and thrmm their bodies into a well, as had been reported by 
The NevT Jor]'-_'r.i!lles on 25 September 1979. 1·Jhen Alexandra Johnson, an employee of 
the United States Consulate in Jerusalem, had sent to the Department of State 
a report vrhich -.;ms published in The New York Times on 17 February 1979 concerning 
violations of human rights and tortur~-c~mmitted-by Israel against Arabs in 
occupied Palestine, she had been recalled by the United States Government and 
subsequently dismissed from its service. 

l.~l. Unfortunately, the many resolutions adopted by the United Nations condemning 
terrorism and torture made no impression on racist and occupying regimes, as had 
been proved by the result of the telegram sent to the Government of Israel by the 
Commission on Human Rights at its thirty-fifth session, expressing its deep concern 
about the systematic torture practised by Israel against Palestinian detainees and 
the policies of repression and collective punishment pursued by Israel in the 
occupied Arab territories and calling on the Israeli Government to cease forthwith 
those practices Hhich were in violation of the Geneva Conventions of 19~-9. Israel 
had neither respected the resolutions of the United Nations, nor deigned to reply 
to that telep,ram, but had continued its policy of detention, torture and 
expropriation. A telegram had also been sent to the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations by Palestinian popular federations and organizations requesting 
him to intervene to put an end to the various kinds of physical and mental torture 
and terrorism being practised by the Zionist occupation authorities against 
Palestinian citizens in the occupied territories. The telegram called upon the 
Secretary~General to intervene to secure the release of Arabs detained in 
Zionist prisons and indicated that over 5,000 Palestinian prisoners and detainees 
had recently declared a strike in protest against those arbitrary acts. 

42. He referred to the case of the United States citizen Terry Fleener who had 
recently spent 20 months in Israeli prisons before being released following 
representations by the United States Government. She had stated that her detention 
in Israel had enabled her to experience the ordeal of the Palestinian people and 
had given her a more sympathetic attitude towards their struggle. The two 
confessions in English and t1w in Hebre1v 9 which had been forcibly extracted from 
her, had constituted the sole proof against her during the secret court 
proceed.ine;s. Although she had been a supporter of zionism and had worn a Star 
of David round her neck, she had come to realize the true nature of the in,justice 
that 1ras being perpetuated in the Biddle East. 
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43. Hun1an rights, freedom and dignity could be protected only if States observed 
international principles, resolutions and covenants, refrained from usinr, 
politics and propaeanda as a means of minimizing the value of human dignity and 
stopped condemning violations of individual human rights in other States at a time 
1vhen they themselves \.Jere tolerating and CO~operatin~ uith regimes that \·Tere 
committing wassacres and atrocities, occupying the lands of others, engaging in 
persecution and racial discrimination and preventing peoples from enjoying their 
freedom, dignity and independence. 

4~L. llrs. KA.I'TTAI (Kenya) said that her delegation had noted with satisfaction the 
respons-e-; fA/34/144) which States had made to the Secretary-General 1 s 
questionnaire on the Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Being 
Subjected to Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or 
Punishment. Kenya 1 s response to the questionnaire (A/33/196) had clearly 
indicated her Government's commitment to safeguarding human rights and fundamental 
freedoms. In particular, Kenya 1 s Constitution provided that no person -vras to be 
subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment. The Prisons Act and 
the Preservation of Public Security Act, together >rith the rules and regulations 
made thereunder., contained safeguards with respect to the treatment of imprisoned 
or detained persons. Such provisions conformed to the minimum standard rules 
recommended by the United Nations for the treatment of offenders and had been 
fully implemented. The positive nature of corrective measures adopted in her 
country's rehabilitation programmes had reduced the rate of recidivism from 
45 per cent before independence to the current lovr rate of 3 per cent. Her 
delegation urged those countries which had not already responded to the Secretary
General;s questionnaire to do so as soon as possible, so that further progress on 
the question could be monitored. 

45. In the vievr of her delegation, the Committee should also examine the question 
of the practical difficulties which arose in implementing leeislation and should 
explore further measures which -vrould make the prohibition of torture a reality. 
The practice of torture continued, even in countries vrhich had legislation to 
prohibit it. The question that must be answered therefore was how such 
le~islation could be fully implemented. It was equally important that la-vr-
enforcement officials should set good examples. Hember States should therefore 
ensure that lav-enforcement officials and the public vere educated on the need 
and reasons for the prohibition of torture and related practices. Torture, 
particularly the systematic and institutionalized torture practised by oppressive 
reE,imes ? vTaS a crime against humanity. 

46. She hoped that the Committee -vmuld recon1mend the draft Code of Conduct for 
Law Enforcement Officials for adoption by the General Assembly at its current 
session. 
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47. 11~_.!":..!\.DIC (Yugoslavia) read out, in connexion w·ith agenda item GG~ a statement 
issued recently by her Government lvith reference to the Declaration on the 
Protection of All Persons from Being Subjected to Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman 
or Def;radin13 Treatment or Punishment (General Assembly resolution 3452 (XXX))~ 
in >·rhich her Government expressed its readiness to observe strictly the provisions 
of the Declaration and affirmed that 13uarantees to that effect were contained in 
the national Constitution, the Penal Code, the Law on Criminal Proceedings and the 
laws of the member republics on the execution of penal sanctions. 

l18. l:Ir. CIIAN (Der:,ocratic Kampuchea), spealdnc; in exercise of the right of reply, 
said th~t th; statement made by the representative of Poland at a previous meeting 
had contained perfidious attacks on the Government and people of his country. 
By attempting to cover up the crimes committed by the Vietnamese ac;gressors in 
Democratic KaPlpuchea, the Polish Government had made itself an accomplice in the 
extermination of the Kampuchean people by those aggressors. The more than 
220 0 000 Vietnamese troops in his country had massacred more than 100,000 civilians, 
and the massacres continued. The Vietnamese aggressors had imposed a cynical 
policy of starvation and murder to \·rear dmm the resistance of the Kampuchean 
people. Not only did the Vietnamese authorit~es claim that there vras no famine 
in Kampuchea: they also attempted to prevent international humanitarian assistance 
from reaching the people and even tried to divert it for the benefit of the 
Vietnamese armed forces. The Vietnamese aggressors soue;ht to break up ICampuchean 
families and confine the people to camps, thereby creating hundreds of thousands 
of refugees, some of vrhom had mana13ed to escape to Thailand. Furthermore, the 
Vietnamese aggressor had introduced more than 300,000 colonizers into Kampuchea. 
Clearly the Hanoi authorities wished to annex his country at all costs and 
establish an Indo~-Chinese federation under Hanoi rule in pursuit of their 
expansionist and hegemonistic policies in South~East Asia. The Vietnamese uar 
of age;ression and genocide was a threat to international peace and security and a 
flagrant violation of the principles of the United Nations Charter. He called upon 
the international community to force Viet Nam to cease its -vrar of aggression in his 
country, vithdraw its forces and allow the Kanpuchean people to determine its 
own future. Otherwise there could be no peace in South-East Asia or independence 
and freedom in Kampuchea. 

l!-9. Mr. HELAIIED (Israel), speakinc; in exercise of the ric;ht of reply, said that 
the deb~t~-o~-ac;enda item 38 shmred that the United Nations and the international 
cmmnunity still had much Hark to do before the evils of torture and other cruel, 
inhuman or degradinc; treatment or punishment 1rould be eliminated. Some delegations 
had stressed the need for additional means to strengthen existing international 
instruments for outlawing such practices, others had stressed the progress already 
made, especially in their mm countries, and still others , mainly those 1vi thout 
anythinc; positive to contribute to the debate, had souc;ht to attack his country 
Hith lies. It Has ironic, even obscene, for the representative of a dictatorial 
and totalitarian regime' such as the one in Iraq, to lecture Israel? \Thich \vas 
an open society ·ui th a democratic Government, a free press and a free and 
independent judicial system. He understood, however, that the representative 
of Iraq mic;ht not knou -vrhat that meant in practice. In Israel, torture was 
legally prohibited, all allec;ations of torture were investic;ated by the lmv- and 
those found r;uilty were punished. The 1970 .Am_n~-s~y~_J__n~_eEP._8:_tj.onal report on Iraq 
shmv-ed that that country had had a very bad record 1-ri th rec;ard to human rights 
and that the great secrecy surrounding arrests, trials and punishffient, including 
executions, made if cHfficul t to establish the full extent of human-rights 
violations in that country. / ••• 
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50 .. Mr. AL JABIRI (Iraq), speaking in exercise of the right of renly, said that it 
vras not the first time that a representative of the Zionist entity tried to defend 
himself by claiming that other delegations lied. It 1·ras not difficult for the 
Committee, or indeed the entire United Nations, to see lies for vrhat they uere and 
to see vrho it was that was trying to lie. Israel was on trial before the 
international community and in the United Nations for its aggressive, oppressive 
and terrorist acts against Arab countries, and in particular against the Arab 
people of Palestine. Virtually every committee of the United Nations was in some 
way or other clee.ling with the threats +.o international peace and security caused 
by Israel's co-operation with South Africa, its a~~ression against the Palestinian 
people, its violations of human rights and its terrorist acts. In every committee, 
the representatives of Israel continued to lie in a vain attempt to deceive 
international opinion. The representative of Israel should read the flood of 
press accounts and recent memoirs, some by former Israeli leaders, 1·rhich were 
full of reports of Israeli torture and aggression. Hhy did the representative 
of Israel fail to answer those charges? Aggression was the defining feature of 
Israeli policy: Israeli school children vrere taught to hate Arabs and were 
constantly fed justifications of Israeli aggression against Arab countries. Israel 
was essentially an arsenal stocked mainly with United States vreapons, which -.;.rere 
used to massacre Arabs- and destroy their homes. If Israel refusec1 to abide by the 
Charter of the United JITations, it should, like its racist ally South Africa, cease 
to participate in or w-ithdraw· from the United Nations. 

51. t1r ~l'IE_LfiJ_:illD (Israel) , speakinc; in exercise of the right of reply, said that 
the press provided ample documentation of the Iraqi record on human rights. A 
report published in December 1978 stated that the Iraqi Ba'ath regime would not 
tolerate any dissent ar;ainst its policies and that subversion, particularly vrhere 
it affected the armed forces, vrould be harshly dealt l•rith. In that connexion, 
21 alleged Cornnmnists had been executed and more than 1,000 villages in Kurdish 
rer;ions of the country had been razed between June and September 1978. Le !1onde, 
in its issue of 22 February 1979, had reported the disappearance of 1,900 Iraqi 
Communists since the beginning of 1979 and the arrest of more than 2,100 in 
Kurdistan: the leader of the Iraqi Communist Party expressed fears that all of the 
individuals concerned had been executed. The 1978 Amnesty International report 
on Iraq had reported that the number of detentions ,d:-tho~t-trial ·in.-·i-977 and 1978 
had increased and that the number of executions was alarmingly high. 
The Associated Press had reported on 30 July 1979 that 34 alleged plotters had 
been executed in Iraq and 250 arrested for alleged participation in an opposition 
group. ~p_e_ 1@}:.;!. __ s~.:r:.eet_io1J!nal had reported on 6 June 1979 that Iraqi air forces 
had attacked a Kurdish village in Iran and killed many villac:ers. 

52. Hith reference to the claim made by the Iraqi representative that Israel did 
not abide by United Nations resolutions, he pointed out that the only binding 
United Nations resolution on the ~1iddle East question, nar11ely resolution 242 (1967), 
had been rejected by the Iraqi regime, as confirmed by Radio Baghdad on 
16 April 1969. Furthermore, lvhen the Security Council had called for a cease-fire 
in the Yom Ki-ppur \Jar, Iraq had announced, according to The New York Times of 
28 November 1976, that it would never be a party to any resolutfo'iJ. ~- .prO'c-edure 
or measure involving an armistice, cease-fire agreement or negotiations, or peace 
with Israel. 

I ... 
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53. l1r. ~~AaLRI (Iraq), speaking in exercise of the right of reply, said that 
the falsifications of the representative of the Zionist entity -vrere clear to all. 
Iraq Has not on trial in the United JITations ~ nor l·ras its good record with regard 
to the protection of human rights in question, as could be seen from the report 
of the recent seminar on human rights held at Baghdad. His country was open to 
all to see the situation for themselves. He denied that anyone had disappeared 
in his country or that there had been any executions of Communists. The relations 
of his countrJr -vli th all democratic organizations 1-rere excellent. Not only were 
there no political detainees or political prisoners, but no terrorist acts were 
ever co1mnitted against any person of any nationality. Reports in the press 
referred to the recent historic decisions of the Iraqi Government to release all 
political prisoners and Kurds implicated in acts of military rebellion in connexion 
uith events in northern Iraq, events which had been motivated by Henry Kissinger, 
the former United States Secretary of State, by Israel, by the United States 
Central Intelligence Agency and by the deposed Shah of Iran. He cited in 
particular Lavr No. 109, providing for a broad amnesty for Kurds involved in the 
events in the North and for the return of any confiscated property and of jobs 
formerly held. Furthermore, La-vr No. 1137 made similar provisions for military 
personnel and prisoners implicated in the events in the North. 

51~. r !r. 0 1 DONOVAN (Ireland) asked, in conn ex ion with paragraph l~ of document 
A/C.3/31~i1.2_5_,-hov it came about that there seemed to be financiaJ_ implications 
for the redesi~nation of the Division of Human Rights as a Centre. Furthermore, 
he 1vished to knov whether the Director of the Division agreed that the Division 
had more than fulfilled the criteria laid dmm in General Assembly resolution 
32/204 for designation as a Centre. 

55. The CHAimiAN said that the Committee had concluded the general debate on 
ar:enda it-e;;-88-·-and that draft resolutions on the item should be submitted before 
6 p.m. on Thursday, 1 November. 

ORGANIZATION OF WORK 

56. The CHAIRriA .. N said that the list of speakers for agenda item 84 had been 
closed -at 6- ;-.~~--- He announced that the Committee would meet in the afternoon 
on Thursday, l November, allowing the morninc; for the meeting of the Harking 
Group of the Uhole on the Drafting C?f the Convention on the Elimination of 
Discrimination against Women. After the five speakers on the list for agenda 
item Ql~ had spoken, the Director of the Division of Human Rights -vroulc1 introduce 
agenda item 74. Delegations could then introduce draft resolutions on agenda 
items 82 and 84 and make conFnents concerning any of the draft resolutions on 
agenda items 82, 87 and 88. On Friday, 2 November, the Committee would continue 
ando if possible, conclude, its discussion of agenda item 84. He hoped that on 
Ilonday, 5 November, the Committee could consider and take action on the draft 
resolutions submitted under agenda items 82, 87 and 88. 

/ ... 
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57. Mrs. SIBAL (India) , spealdng as Chairman of the Uorking Group of the \Jhole on 
the Drafting of the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination a~ainst Women, 
said that the Working Group had difficulty in using the Economic and Social 
Council chamber because of the shortage of space in the chamber for all dele~ations 
and the lack of sufficient interpretation facilities to cover all six official 
languages. 

58. Mr. PAPADEHAS (Secretary of the Committee) said that the Secretariat was still 
having great difficulty in finding sufficient conference rooms to service even the 
seven Main Committees. \Vhen a larger room became available, he would make every 
effort to assign it to the Horking Group. He noted that the '\rlorking Group on the 
Draft Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials was having similar difficulties. 

59. r1r. OBADI (Democratic Yemen) pointed out that Arabic was an official language 
of the United Nations and said that unless Arabic interpretation was provided for 
the Working Group, his delegation and the rest of the 20 delegations requiring 
Arabic interpretation would have difficulty in participating in the work of the 
Group. 

60. Mr. PAPADEHAS (Secretary of the Committee) said that the problem lay not only 
in the reduced number of booths in the Economic and Social Council chamber but 
also in the shortage of interpretation teams. He was sure delegations would 
understand that the Hain Committees had been assigned priority in the allocation 
of facilities and services. 

61. ~~s. SIBAL (India) said that she had requested interpretation into all six 
languages and that a decision would be taken at the meeting of the Horking Group 
as to which language would have to be omitted. 

62. The CHAIRMAN requested all delegations concerned to co-operate in finding 
an acceptable solution. 

63. Mr. 11TANG Jiechen (China) said that the problem could be solved in 
consultations to be held after the current meeting. 

TI1e meeting rose at 6.20 p.m. 




